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DIGITAL DISRUPTION OR DISTRACTION 

  
DATA ANALYTICS IS A REQUIREMENT 

FOR ALL ORGANISATIONS 

Organisations face the data conundrum; not knowing where to start, 
seeing it as too complex and attempting to “boil the ocean”. 

Without understanding the size of the problem and what their 
expectations are, there is a danger of engaging in the market without a 
clear understanding. 

Buying professional service providers or worse the technology, being 
that it’s been sold on the basis that it/they will resolve the complexity 
and confusion. 

Being sold on the basis that it’s the future platform for AI and machine 
learning without a clear understanding. 

 

There is only one way to resolve this issue and that’s to tackle small 
projects, develop the organisations trust and then grow in confidence. 

It means investing small to start with to build the analytical 
capabilities. 

Analytics has to solve three things; the problem, be predictive and be 
implementable. Without these points being nailed there will be no 
derived benefits. 

Once these points are understood then you can educate the business 
about the process and expectations. 

Expectations is the largest concern as analytics cannot be perceived. 
as the “catch all” solution for everything. 

Look at the problem and determine what is the best approach and 
technology to use. 

We will act as the “healer” working with your data, the problem and 
your teams. Call it collaboration. 

Start with a small case, develop prototype, test and present the 
outcomes. This will be in short cycle times and incremental 
development. 

Deliver little more often ensuring no big end surprises. 

Utilising cloud and web technologies with people that have done this 
before. 

To deliver a clear outcome that everyone can understand. An outcome 
that influences decision making much easier. 

Demonstrates to the business how simple the process can be and how 
to turn the analytical outcomes to your advantage. 

Greater understanding of these small successes and embedding the 
analytical decisions into the process will deliver positive outcomes and 
a quicker transition to accepting and understanding in the business.  

Good data yields good decisions which in turn yields increased benefits.  

What are the problems?  

How FOR works? 
 
 

 

What are the benefits? 
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How to resolve? 


